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Holding Medications 
Medications prescribed for an inpatient sometimes need to be held temporarily.  

 
Holding Specific Doses 

To hold specific doses (e.g. holding anticoagulants on the day of surgery), use the following workflow: 

1. Go to the MAR find and click on the dose you need to hold.  

 
You may see an alert informing you that you are documenting against a future administration – click “Yes” 
to continue.  

2. Select the “Hold” action as in the administration warning window, and Accept.  

 
3. Select a reason for holding this dose (this is required). You can also enter a comment. Click Accept at the 

bottom of the screen.  

 
4. Verify – the dose is marked as “Hold” on the MAR. You can hover over it with your mouse to view the 

reason and comment you have entered.  

 
5. To hold more than one dose – follow this workflow for each dose that should be held.  
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Holding Medication Until Further Review 

To hold a medication until further review (e.g. holding Furosemide while a patient is dehydrated) use the following 
workflow: 

1. Find the medication on the MAR, and on the current time slot: 

 
2. Select an action of  “Doctor Medication Hold” in the administration warning window, and Accept. 

 
3. Select a reason for holding this dose (this is required). You can also enter a comment. Click Accept at the 

bottom of the screen.  

 
4. Verify: a new action of “Dr Med Hold” appears on the MAR (You can hover over it with your mouse to 

view the reason and comment you have entered) and the colour of the row is green.  

 
5. The medication will appear in the active orders report and will be marked as “MAR Hold” (which 

indicates that the medical team should review the need for restarting treatment).  

 
The medication will also appear on the “Current Meds” summary report, the row will be grey and missed 
doses will be purple: 
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Restarting Medication (Unhold) 

To restart treatment: 

1. Find the medication on the MAR and click in the appropriate time slot (after the last dose you would 
like to be held).  

 
You may see an alert informing you that you are documenting against a future administration – click 
“Yes” to continue.  

2. Select an action of  “Doctor Medication Unhold” in the administration warning window, and Accept. 

 
You will see an alert informing you that the medication is marked as “MAR Hold” – click “Yes” to 
continue.   

3. Select a reason for un-holding this dose (this is required). You can also enter a comment. Click Accept 
at the bottom of the screen.  

 
4. Verify: there is a new action of “Dr Unhold” on the MAR, the row is no longer marked as green. Future 

doses appear marked as “Due”.  
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  The medication will not be marked as “MAR Hold” on the active orders and current meds reports.  

 

 
Unreconciled Medications on MAR Hold  

When a patient is transferred between levels of care (for example, ICU to a ward), or from the theatre, 
medication reconciliation is required. Unreconciled medications will be marked as “MAR Hold” on 
the MAR – hovering over the MAR Hold indicator will display this information: 

 

 
 

If the patient has medications which are marked as MAR Hold due to lack of reconciliation on 
transfer, the following BPA will display when the patient’s chart is opened: 

 
 

Follow the link to review and reconcile orders: 

 


